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Meeting Recap: 

 Meeting #1: July 30, 2015 

 Meeting #2: August 17, 2015 

 Meeting #3: September 3, 2015 
 
*Note: Responses to comments and questions are bulleted below each item.  
 
Parking & Traffic 
John Perkins, 7/31 email:  I understand the desire for a light at the corner of S. Park and Haywood Streets to help get 
people out of the neighborhood and the new building... yet traffic still needs to flow on Park St. I would be very 
surprised if Traffic Engineering would approve a traffic light at that location. I'm not certain I would support it either as 
the Fish Hatchery and Erin St. lights need some space to queue cars in order for those intersections to function. 
There should be some focus on added traffic on Brooks between Erin and Haywood to handle the added traffic from 
this new development. 

 Agreed that a stoplight at Haywood and Park is unlikely. Sara will ask the city for a stop sign at Brooks and 
Haywood, which seems like a very reasonable request.  

 
Regarding the 2 parking stalls for 2,800 ft2 of commercial space: Will the commercial space be viable if/when JTK 
corporate HQ leaves the site and another business moves in? 

 Jacob: I am not looking to move my business HQ.  I am going to own this property for at least 30 years so 
the intention is that this is my home. 

 
Is parking gated? Is underground parking available to visitor parking stalls?   

 Jacob: Let me look into this and discuss with Management. 
 

Will there be a designated move-in/drop-off location to handle move-in/move-out?   

 Jacob: Yes, however the location is something we will need to get feedback from City staff on. 
 
Jennifer Ginsburg, 8/3 email: To deal with some of the concerns around parking and traffic, perhaps the density could 
be reduced. Does it really need to be so many units? Do not minimize the concern about traffic on that block. St. 
Mary's traffic is already an issue.  

 Jacob: The number of units proposed directly relates to the financial feasibility of the project.  
 
Allen Arntsen, 8/3 email:  Parking is less than one per unit.  I'm concerned that larger (2-3 bdrm) units may have 
multiple cars.  There should be some efficient process where units that don't have a car can convey their parking 
space (for a fee) to units that require multiple cars.  I don't really like including a parking space as part of the rent, as 
it penalizes people who don't have cars. 

 Jacob: Parking will be built into the rental cost, but units with more than one car will be able to use the 
spaces of those who do not own a car. We will have a process for tracking this.   

 
Group Questions and Comments from Meeting #2: 
Parking for guests and caretakers may be light. 

 This is an independent living building, so there will be no live-in caretakers. Helpers during the day are 
expected to come and go at different times. We will consider this moving forward.  

 
Would it be possible to squeeze out more parking stalls, like Trader Joes’ did? Are we really at the max? 

 The proposed number of stalls is the max possible. The entire building footprint has parking underneath 
where possible. Only one level is feasible, because we hit water around 8-9’ down.  
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What is the best way of managing parking?  

 Residential parking permits are not allowed for any developments with more than three units.  

 It is possible to restrict street parking to residents only. 

 Heather will follow up on Jacob’s parking analysis assumptions with city traffic engineering.  
 
Consider the idea of exiting on Park vs. Haywood. 

 Exits to Park are not allowed. 
 
The Wingra Point 1 development seems to have added 20-30 cars parking on the street. Will the JTK development 
take away from St. Mary’s parking needs? 

 Jon Lewis – St. Mary’s ramps are designed to absorb the hospital’s parking needs, but people do utilize 
street parking whenever possible.  

 
Ron Hermes, Meeting #2: Would it be possible to make Delaplaine one-way to Park St.? Visibility from Brooks is bad.  
 
Kitty Kocol, Meeting #2: Consider the connection between this project and the project at Park and Fish Hatchery. The 
heightened density is affecting the triangle intersection. The stoplight at Erin is the only access to Park Street – not 
possible from Haywood or Delaplaine. Consider the peaks and valleys of traffic.  

 There will be a traffic impact study that considers these questions. 
 

Carrie Rothburd, 8/31 email: 

Parking: Looking at Jacob's "Parking Analysis." Is there data to back up the numbers he lands on for the need for 
parking stalls? It seems to me that with 70% of seniors owning cars, saying that he can satisfy the need for parking 
stalls with 32 for 56 units/77 bedrooms is not at all realistic. Likewise, the assumption that 95 bedrooms/69 units of 
low-income housing will require only 58 stalls.  

In my experience, people hold onto their cars--however decrepit they are and however much they should not be 
driving--for as long as possible. In addition, my experience tells me that home care workers work at regular times--in 
shifts--and although I don't know the hours of those shifts, there are industry conventions. They do not, as Jacob and 
Melissa have proposed, come and go at all hours.  

The parking analysis that we have been offered is sorely in need of research to ensure it is grounded in reality. It 
would be wise to contact gerontologists at the UW, home health care companies, insurance companies--just to name 
a few--to get accurate figures for the number of parking stalls required and to protect the neighborhood from being 
inundated with yet more cars. 
 
Lighting 
John Perkins, 7/31 email: More than one of the new buildings in our neighborhood have brought up lighting concerns. 
In particular, light spill out of common spaces (stairways/hallways). I realize there are minimum lighting requirements 
for such areas. However, if fixtures can be located to make sure they are not casting light directly out the window that 
would help. (Typically not a big deal if caught during the design stages.) Longfellow wound up relocating lights in their 
south stairway and installing blinds in the hallways where lights were casting directly out the windows. The Ideal 
wound up having to do some sort of window treatments after a couple of go-rounds with motion sensors in the 
hallways that were not sufficient. 

 Janine: Lighting will be handled with appropriate window treatments. This development will be different from 
Longfellow because hallways will not face homes.  

 
Aesthetics 
Jennifer Ginsburg, 8/3 email: The houses that JT Klein currently owns on Brooks street look awful, they are 
dilapidated with overgrown bushes, etc. What assurance can we have that the new development will look not just 
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"acceptable" but is an upgrade to the neighborhood? JT Klein indicates that he wants to be a good neighbor but that 
has not been demonstrated by the current condition of some of his properties. 

 Jacob: Residents are responsible for lawn care, but I sent a crew to clean everything up. I will have a 
professional management company (Oakbrook Corporation) that takes care of the buildings, grounds and 
everything in between.  They manage over 8000 units and are the best in the business. 

 These are the dates that I purchased each house: 
o 825 and 827 South Brooks: April 2011 
o 829 South Brooks: May 2015 
o 831 South Brooks: May 2014 
o 930 Haywood: June 2014 
o 922 Haywood: March 2014 

 I purchased the homes in the condition they are today, and 4 of the 6 I have owned for little over a year. The 
new development will consist of high quality construction materials, brick and cement board siding.  The 
property will have a full time manager and maintenance person who works 5 days a week on the property. 
The property will also have contracts for lawn care and snow removal.   The Vicinato (next to Neighborhood 
House) has a similar building and landscaping that I will be proposing on South Brooks. 

 
Massing 
Carrie Rothburd, 8/4 email: The initial sketches raise the concern for me that the massing of these buildings will 
continue the trend on the part of the city and developers to depart from existing plans to knit the street into 
surrounding neighborhoods and to tame it as much as possible—to make Park Street a place where people want to 
be.  

 By transitioning from a taller, pedestrian-oriented building along Park Street to a shorter, pedestrian oriented 
building along Brooks Street, this project does exactly the kind of “knitting” that is described and needed in 
settings such as the Park Street corridor; it provides a smoother connection between busy Park Street and 
the quieter neighborhood than currently exists. 

 
Kitty Kocol, Meeting #2: Is it possible to make the project work with two stories on Brooks Street?  

 No, three stories are needed to make the development work. 
 

Allen Arntsen, 8/18 email: Another issue that I think we should look at, in connection with the effect of the project on 
immediate neighbors, is a shadow study. It seems like Delaplaine St. will be pretty shady, which may be okay 
because there are no continuing residents, but streets and sidewalks may stay pretty icy in the winter. The west side 
of Brooks street may also be affected.  

 We will look into this.  
 
Environment 
Lisie Kitchel, 8/14 email, Meeting #2: As a member of Friends of Monona Bay we are concerned about water quality 
and the loss of infiltrating surface.  The houses presently onsite have yards that infiltrate water, the question is what 
is the existing impervious surface area now compared to what it would be after the proposed project is constructed – 
and what can they do to provide for more infiltration and stormwater runoff to compensate for the increase in pervious 
surface?  As all these project develop we are losing all our impervious infiltration. 

 Janine: The development will meet or exceed all city requirements for runoff and infiltration. At the minimum, 
15% of a site must be pervious. We are looking at rain gardens and other on-site opportunities.  

 
Ron Hermes, Meeting #2: There are about 9 big trees surrounding the development area, mostly along the curb, plus 
more in the center. Also one young oak on the lawn at Delaplaine and Brooks. What is planned for removal? What 
can we save? It would be especially good to save the young oak. Trees help to bridge the density, in addition to 
environmental value.  
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 Heather: The tree issue is very high profile at the city. Commissions look at it and want to save as many as 
possible. The Forestry and Fire departments will also weigh in.  

 
 

Ron Hermes, 8/26 email: 

Trees: I believe that one of the trees that would come down is a very old and large black walnut tree. The wood from 
walnuts is often times highly sought after. I would like to suggest that JTK consider having the wood from that tree 
made into benches to be used in the courtyard. There is a small business located in Baraboo that specializes in this 
type of carpentry. Baraboo Woodworks is owned and operated by former state representative Fred Clark. If Jacob is 
not interested, perhaps he could still reach out to see if Fred would be interested in the timber, at least then it 
wouldn't just get shredded into wood chips.  I don't want to make this about the trees, but I also don't want the trees 
to be forgotten in the discussion. 

 Jacob: That is a great idea. We will make sure we do something with that tree— a bench or something else 
in the building. 

 
Changes to Plan / Zoning 
Allen Arntsen, 8/3 email: The change to the Greenbush plan essentially moves the big vs. small building line from the 
middle of the block between Park and Brooks, to the east side of Brooks St.  I'm interested in the Greenbush 
neighborhood assn's view of moving that line. 

 This process will ascertain that answer from the Greenbush neighborhood.  
 
Process 
Allen Arntsen, 8/3 email: Have the neighbors on Brooks and Haywood Streets been brought into the process?  They 
are the most affected.  Do we know which of those houses are owner occupied vs. rented? 

 Jacob: Yes, I personally contacted all neighbors directly adjacent to inform them of the plans and process. 
All are engaged who want to be. There are two owner-occupied homes on Brooks and two on Haywood.  

 
Carrie Rothburd, 8/4 email: The developer and Urban Assets come to this committee--to this process--having already 
decided what belongs on the plot of land in question. Certainly there is a need for more housing in general in 
Madison and more special needs and low-income housing in particular, there are also grounds for many other things. 
It would be more appropriate--more involving of community and a sounder planning process--to begin by asking (and 
asking many neighbors): What might be built here that would enhance the community the most? No one knows the 
answer to that question at the moment. 

The vision for Park Street that is a part of those plans arose from the input of many people--planners, businesses, 
and residents of surrounding communities. We should begin the work of this steering committee by familiarizing all of 
us in depth with all of those plans. It is mistake for us to attempt to circumvent the parts of those plans we don't like 
by rezoning willy-nilly. If we suspect that existing plans need updating, then we should put the time into changing 
them thoughtfully--and with substantial input from neighborhoods.  

What is our role here? Is it our job to make decisions or to give input? Whose needs and interests do we serve? Our 
own or neighbors? I think you said the former at the meeting, but I believe it should be the latter and that, as I said 
above, the time to start sampling is now. 

And what is your role as the leader of this process? Who do you work for? You never explicitly said who had hired 
you. I believe that one may work for the developer of a project and serve the interests of community, but then I head 
back to the first point I made--we need to commit to sampling community interests and thoroughly, not haphazardly. 
Otherwise, as has been the case with other developments recently, we are just engaging in window dressing to push 
through what serves the interests of a few. 

 The steering committee’s role is to provide feedback and leadership. The City ultimately makes the decision 
(urban design, planning, and Common Council). The steering committee can provide a letter to the city that 
outlines what they support and what they would like to see change. At the end of the day, the developer 
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owns the land and needs to develop it in a financially feasible way. We started the neighborhood 
involvement process on this project very early. Urban Assets was hired by J.T. Klein to facilitate 
neighborhood engagement and the city entitlement process.  

 
Tenants 
Kitty Kocol, Meeting #2: Who will the tenants be? What percent senior, people with disabilities, etc.? What will their 
occupations be? Marketing matters. It would be good to market to St. Mary’s employees so that they can live nearby. 

 See demographic analysis from Oakbrook Corporation, shared by Zia.  
 
Does the development have to be separated between senior housing and other affordable housing? 

 WHEDA financing requires residents of senior housing to be 55+. Housing cannot be mixed among age 
groups.  

 
Is being so near to Park Street a good for kids? 

 Families will make that decision. It is a good neighborhood near a great bus line, also near the zoo and 
other amenities.  

 
What will be located in the commercial portion? 

 Entire space will be the J.T. Klein office, both leasing and corporate. 
 
Are the set-asides restricted solely for use by veterans and people with disabilities? 

 No. If no one with a disability applies to rent, the units would go to other low-income renters. 
 
Does this mean that people with disabilities would go to the top of the waiting list? 

 Jacob not sure – will check on this with Oakbrook. 
 
Helicopters and ambulances are very loud in the neighborhood. This could be bad for people with PTSD.  
 
Other 
John Perkins, Meeting #2: How will trash collection be handled and where will trash pick-up occur?  

 Jacob: Trash removal will be a commercial service. Bins will be at the entrance to the underground garage. 
 
Jennifer Ginsburg, 8/3 email: The proposed section that is for seniors is the furthest away from the bus line, would it 
make sense to have the senior housing in the front section? Also to go north routes toward capital you also have to 
cross the street, which is past St. Mary's, in front of The Curve, more walking. 

 We will consider this.  
 
What is the plan for the commercial use in the front, besides JT Klein offices? Would it be possible to have the space 
be for some stores/shops or things that would bring in customers and improvement to the Park Street corridor?  

 Commercial uses other than Jacob’s office would add to the stated parking concern, and there are existing 
commercial spaces on Park that need to be filled.  

 
While I realize this could be great for the neighborhood and property values, I am frustrated that JT Klein's purchases 
over the years have blocked the home ownership that was the goal of the neighborhood plan. 

 Jacob bought one home that was listed; all others had no intention of selling at the time (would not have 
flipped to owner-occupied in foreseeable future). One was owner-occupied, but the owners bought another 
home in the neighborhood. 

 
Jason Hagenow, Meeting #1: Have you looked into a service coordinator program? Possibility to partner with St. 
Mary’s? Fund a social worker/service coordinator position on-site? 
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 We will look into this.  
 
 
 
Questions and Comments from Meeting #2: 
The body shop and other two homes have not been purchased. How might a second development work if they 
eventually are? 

 It would be possible to connect a second development to this one, and JTK is designing this project to be 
able to accommodate potential future expansion.  

 
What might the impacts be on aging infrastructure such as water mains?  

 City engineering reviews all of this and will flag any concerns.  
 
Jennifer Ginsburg, Meeting #2: What is the potential impact to property values? Living across the street is currently 
very unappealing. We had expected to see more conversions to single family homes, but that has not happened, so 
we want this development to be as successful as possible to provide a better view and improve values.  
 
Allen Arntsen, 8/3 email: Putting these issues aside, I think it's a great project, because of its reinvestment in Park 
St., added density and commitment to affordable housing, which is a challenge in Madison, especially in transit 
friendly/close to downtown neighborhoods. 
 
Lisie Kitchel, 8/18 email: 

1. I have one question about the newspaper article written after the first meeting. In reading the article I got the 
impression that the ‘group’ supported this project, based on what Sara said, however based on the first 
meeting I did not have a feeling of support or lack of support, it was just informational. I had a number of 
neighbors ask if this was a done deal based on that article. Sounds like it is being represented as such and 
we are back to just tweaking. Is our input sincerely being considered and will input from neighbors (not 
invited to these meetings) be considered before decisions have been made? They might have some good 
ideas! 

 Sara’s comments came after the group made the decision to proceed with the project at the first 
meeting. At that time, the steering committee decided that they were overwhelmingly open to 
continuing the process and seeing if we have a good project that can be an asset to the 
neighborhood. Neighborhood input is sincerely being considered before decisions are made, and 
we are moving on to proposed designs in our next meeting because the committee has indicated 
that it is comfortable with the basic concept of the project so far.  

2. I have been talking to neighbors and you had asked for feedback, one of the questions that consistently 
keeps coming up is why not fix up those houses and rent them for low income families or sell them on 
special loans to low income families rather than tear them down for a high rise? Figured I would provide 
what I had heard from the neighbors who would like to see the neighborhood kept intact for single-family 
homes. 

 We are not aware of financing that would be available for the kinds of projects mentioned above.  
 
Allen Arntsen, 8/24 email: 

1. Can JTK/Oakbrook address and provide examples of how they plan to manage the apartment to assure that 
the tenants don't cause problems for the neighborhood?  Whether it's partying college students or drug 
gangs, a poorly managed apartment of this size can have a substantial impact on a neighborhood. 

 Kelly: Oakbrook has strict lease enforcement policies of rules and regulations and we use a 
contract attorney for all evictions. That said, the first step to preventing negative behavior at 
properties is strict screening criteria prior to households moving in.  We deny occupancy to 
applicants with felony/criminal backgrounds.  We run not only the WI CCAP criminal history 
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reports, but also both nationwide sex offender and nationwide criminal searches on all adult 
household members (it's illegal to run on minors) through Corelogic, a 3rd party screening vendor.  
In addition, we use CoreLogic's credit scoring system which factors in a number of tests, including 
credit score, debt-income ratio, consumer sub-prime credit/borrowing data, landlord-tenant court 
records, and other relevant sources of predictive information used by CoreLogic. 

2. I understand that the larger units will be marketed to families, which is probably necessary because of 
parking limitations.  Where will the kids play? 

 We are looking at the courtyard. Also the zoo and many green spaces are nearby. The school 
district only anticipates four children for a development of this size/makeup.  

 
John Perkins, 9/4 email: 
Brooks Street Houses: There were some concerns brought up by neighbors last night regarding upkeep of the 
properties in the 800 block of S. Brooks. As one who was primarily observing the exchange of thoughts, there 
seemed to be some strong emotions on the matter, especially since the current design calls for preserving single-
family homes on this block facing the neighborhood. 

I have to admit I like city planning's stance of not wanting to put a 4-story building fronting Brooks St. I have been 
troubled by how we could carefully reword any neighborhood plans to allow for such a development and not provide 
an "open ticket" to allow for future higher density to infiltrate the neighborhood to Brooks St. and potentially further 
west. 

After talking with some of the neighbors last night, there were property maintenance concerns regarding Jacob's 
properties over the last 3-4 years. Issues with general building upkeep, snow removal, yard maintenance/lawn 
mowing, etc.  

I realize Jacob continued buying properties on the block seeing a redevelopment potential--or we would not be 
having these discussions. Now that the Brooks St. homes are to stay (whether or not 2 of the homes get replaced), 
neighbors are looking for some assurance that they will not remain an eyesore. 

I think it would make the neighbors feel more secure about the proposed development if some details on any 
changes to property maintenance on these parcels could be presented. Suggestions: 

- Exterior improvements to homes 
- Landscape changes to existing properties 
- Perhaps some pictures of the "replacement homes" and the more dilapidated homes they are to replace 
- Consider assuming snow removal duties, especially with the prospect of senior housing residents using 

sidewalks to access health care facilities or to use a quieter path to points north 
- Consider assuming lawn maintenance duties  
- Any information on who your target demographic is for renters in these homes 

We've seen an influx of "Epic employees" in the neighborhood, and I think that has overall proven to be a positive 
change in the area. However, that crowd wants living quarters that are well maintained with modern amenities...and if 
you aren't willing to make that sort of commitment to your Brooks St. homes, you won't attract that clientele.  

I heard from one person last night who lives in the area that she was concerned about having to see two 5-story 
buildings as well as rental properties in much-less-than-pristine condition. I can't say I blame her for being down on 
the whole proposal given that.  

I get that many of these properties were purchased for their development potential and not wanting to sink a lot of 
capital into them if they are going to be torn down. Now that many are not going to be torn down, it would be 
reassuring to neighbors how they will be maintained going forward. Any such details that could be shared next week 
would be appreciated by all involved. 

 The development team will put together a plan for the houses on Brooks Street to share at the 
neighborhood meeting. 
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JTK Steering Committee Meeting #3 Notes 
9/3/2015 
 
Steering committee members present: Jason Hagenow, Allen Arntsen, Kitty Kocol, Jon Lewis, Carrie Rothburd, Ron 
Hermes, Jennifer Ginsburg 
 
Others present: Marissa Burack (homeowner), Myles Tourtillott (Oakbrook Corporation), Jay Wendt (City planning), 
Lori Hawkins (homeowner), Barry Stoner (homeowner) 
 
Notes (action items highlighted) 
Following a presentation from Melissa and Randy on latest project concept and designs (newly revised this morning 
after meeting with the city Development Assistance Team (DAT)): 
 

 Carrie – Who from the city has been urging project changes? The vision of the Greenbush Vilas 
Neighborhood Plan is very different from this project. This version comes closer, but is still a departure.  

 Randy 
o 3 garages would be removed 
o 20 parking stalls along alleyway 
o Move the two homes from Delaplaine to corner of Brooks and Delaplaine 
o Entry to parking from Haywood 
o 56 stalls under family building, 24 stalls under senior building 
o Commercial is about 2,300 square feet 
o Townhomes will be affordable 

 Any discussion about widening Delaplaine? Concerned about canyon effect of two large buildings. A: No, 
but pedestrian access is being discussed. We don’t anticipate adding much traffic to the street.  

 What is the rezoning for? What will it impact? A: design is based on District 7 design guidelines. Rezoning 
allows for more height. Rezoning is needed for the entire senior building. Existing zoning is very low density. 
TSS allows 3 stories, plus more with conditional use.  

 What terms will be part of the conditional use application? A: 5 stories, more units. 

 Carrie: Can we get a comparison between what’s allowed under current zoning standards and proposed? 

 Ron: How will proposed sidewalk on Delaplaine compare to that by the Ideal? Randy: Similar to what’s by 
St. Mary’s.  

 Ron: Similar in size to the Ideal? Yes. First floor space will be taller.  

 Ron: How far along Park will traffic engineering be looking? Jay: Definitely directly adjacent, but not sure 
how much further. Park Street is always a concern, so they have asked for a traffic impact analysis.  

 WHEDA drives a lot of the design. They require townhomes with walk-up access for families.  

 Carrie: If this is the case, how were smaller affordable projects in Madison able to happen?  

 How many surface spots will be designated for the existing homes? Less than ten; there are only about five 
spots used by the existing homes now. Most use the driveway.  
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 Allen: Where will kids play? I don’t see space. Randy: We are looking at the courtyard area. There are also 
parks nearby. Jacob: The school district did an analysis and they anticipate only four kids in a project like 
this.  

 Kitty: Traffic is heavy and fast along Park in front of this site. Having a driveway off of Haywood seems like a 
major hazard. Ron: I don’t agree that there will be a constant stream of traffic to this project. Maybe a couple 
at a time.  

 Lori: People wanting to go north will be driving through the hospital property along Erin, which is already 
congested. 

 Will the height affect med-flight’s route? Jon: No.  

 What about lighting flooding on to single-family home properties?  

 Dave: Will this development still be feasible if Haywood were lowered or set back? Jacob: No, this has been 
minimized to keep the homes on Brooks. 

 John: Will the sidewalk along Park be able to be widened all the way to Haywood, past the auto repair 
shop? The width will be great for pedestrians as well as improving sight lines for vehicles along Park. 

 Where will trash pickup, moving vans, etc. be occurring? Alley will act as a loading/unloading area. Currently 
looking at trash being in basement, or at main floor. Usually have trash compactors with big bins that 
maintenance then pushes out on trash day. 

 What about moving happening all at once? Jacob and Oakbrook will stagger leases.  

 Allen: Parking seems tight. 

 Kitty: Would like to see data underlying income and car ownership assumptions.  

 Melissa: A 0.8 parking ratio is robust for downtown Madison. Recent nearby developments went in at 0.5 
and 0.7.  

 Kitty: This neighborhood is unique. People come here for other reasons.  

 Residents in this building will not get residential parking permits.  

 Carrie: I want to see the conversation start at what neighbors need vs. what the city will allow.  

 John: What efforts will be done to publicize the upcoming neighborhood meeting? 

 Lori: I did not receive a card and I live two blocks away. Sara: We sent out cards within a 500’ radius, which 
is double the normal radius.  

 Kitty: The small strip of single-family houses in this neighborhood is unique. Can we notice this whole strip? 
Sara: Yes.  

 Urban Assets will send out another email to our list. Sara will also re-send to her listservs.  

 Postcards only go to immediate neighbors, but emails go out to all neighborhood lists. The only 
neighborhood required to be notified is the neighborhood it’s in. Notice also goes out to demo list if you are 
on that.  

 Ron: Does this change your timeline? Melissa: No. We still need entitlements by January for WHEDA 
application.  

 Randy will send images to Sara to put on website.  

 Lori: Will the courtyard get any sunlight? Randy: It will get direct sun from the SW, but this is an urban 
development. Won’t get full sunlight all day. 
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 Lori: How much greenspace is being lost? Jay: UDC and Plan Commission will consider impacts to 
stormwater, impact of shadows on greenspace, etc.  

 Allen: This is a much better plan because it saves the homes on Brooks. Very significant change, and 
seems good for this neighborhood. Very good.  

 Jason: If zoning goes through based on the design that we agree on, what is our assurance that this stays 
as we’ve agreed? (e.g., not go up to six stories market rate). Worried that if Jacob doesn’t get tax credits, 
something else could go in.  

 Jay: This property is scoring high based on WHEDA requirements. No guarantee, but it’s looking good.  

 Carrie: Can you tell us more about the rezoning process?  

 Dave: Are there other developments applying for the same affordable housing money? Jay: Yes, about six. 
The projects that we select get a bit of money, which adds points under WHEDA. 

 Kitty: Jacob knew he was going in this direction about four years ago, and it feels like we were not brought 
in early enough.  

  [Broad discussion of community engagement in planning and development processes, including existing 
constraints and requirements.] 

 Jason: Does this project fit within the neighborhood plan? Jay: Yes, in terms of basic land use. Can’t 
comment on design. Comp Plan and Greenbush Plan show the line for density falling somewhere in this 
block. That’s why we couldn’t support taking down homes along Brooks, but density works closer to Park 
Street.  

 John: Recent developments such as Vicinato and Longfellow cited the neighborhood plan as a reason why 
they work, and detractors also cited it; it’s a flexible document.  

 John: What strikes me about the family building is the lighter colored materials, which don’t blend with the 
hospital red brick and other buildings nearby. 

 Lori: I would want to keep that side as light as possible because it’s on the north and creating a canyon.  

 John: Angled roof on street side, this feature was a problem with the Ideal proposal. Also, setback would be 
nice – seems fairly massive at this point. 

 Ron: Family building has a bit of an institutional look.  

 Ron: Are the trees staying? Having them in front of senior building will soften the look. Please save as many 
mature trees as possible. Very large tree in the middle of the block that could be used to build something if it 
needs to come down.  

 Marissa: Feels premature to talk about design because I’m still concerned about homes on Brooks Street. 
What about improving them? 

 Jennifer: What is the plan for the Brooks Street homes? Will they be maintained? I’m worried that they will 
never be owner-occupied. As an adjacent neighbor, this seems like the worst of both worlds with large 
buildings and dilapidated buildings. 

 Jacob: The two worst homes will be replaced, and our property manager will take care of the whole block. I 
can also commit to new siding on 829. 831 is in good shape. The one on the corner could also be re-sided. 
All will be landscaped as development happens. I’m making a huge investment in the apartment 
development and I will of course make sure the nearby homes are in great shape to complement and 
enhance that. We will evaluate what can be done to the homes on Brooks and share that info.  

 Jason: Glad to hear this about the landscaping.  
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 Melissa: We will bring revised plans back and need to answer more questions. Possibly after UDC 
information meeting on 9/16. That gives Randy time to react to your comments from today, hear from Jacob 
because this is the first time he’s seen these designs, and react to UDC’s comments.  

 Jay: There is still a lot of time for Jacob to work with the neighborhood and Sara. Each one of the upcoming 
commission meetings has a public hearing (UDC, Plan Commission, and City Council). 

 Sara: We created a steering committee so that you can be very informed and share info with your 
neighbors. We will have another neighborhood meeting after next week.  

 Lori: Traffic and parking impact seems to be being blown over. When do we start talking about this?  

 Melissa: We are very aware of and concerned about addressing this issue. We will do a traffic impact 
analysis. Traffic engineering was at the city meeting this morning. Jay: Traffic engineers will be looking at 
every aspect of this project, from vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle standpoints.  

 Lori: I’m not clear about where this review of traffic issues fits in the process. Jay: After the October 7 UDC 
submittal date. We need that formal application to look at. Eventually the info on impacts also go on to 
review by Plan Commission and City Council because they will be based on conditional uses. All of this will 
start to be very deeply considered in the next 30-60 days. 


